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CHAPTER'I
DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM

£» Introduction

While the electric spark has been the subject of a great many 

studies during recent years5 most of these experiments have been 

concerned primarily with low current discharges (less than 1000 amperes) 
and with the light output integrated with respect to time0 Since 1952!$ 
a study has been underway at the University of Arizona to investigate 

the physical phenomena associated with higher current discharges (greater 

than 1000 amperes) 0, This includes the examination of the development of 

the spark breakdown as a function of time as well as the examination of
the total light output*. _

As a part of this larger study9 the experiment reported herein 

deals with the determination of the excitation temperature in the spark 

column as a function of time* On the assumption of the existence of 

thermal equilibrium in the spark column, the Boltzmann equation is used, 

together with known atomic constants, to determine this temperature from 

spectroscopic measurements * The experiment was limited to the study of 

sparks between iron, titanium and nickel electrodes in air at atmospheric 

pressure* Energy was supplied by a five microfarad capacitor charged to 

six thousand volts„ Series resistance was added so that the discharge 

circuit was critically damped*

Temperatures in the early part of the spark were found to be

about 8500° K for Ti II (singly-ionized titanium), 8000° K for Fe I

1 '



(neutral iron atoms) and 6000* K for Ni 1* In the case of titanium and 

nickel<, the temperature decreased about 1000* K and 2000* Ks respectivelyg 

toward the limit of usable measurements (about lj.0 microseconds) e- The 

iron measurements were restricted to a shorter time interval (about 30 

microseconds) and remained fairly constant'throughout the observable 

part of the discharge® . .

Bo The Spark

There is no universally accepted theory at present to explain the 

mechanism of spark.breakdown in a gas® Howevers of the theories thus far
. . . - ipresented, one of the most widely accepted is the ^streamer theory6* e,

This theory hypothesizes that when a strong electric field-is present in 
the.spark gap, free electrons existing in the gas are accelerated toward 

the positive electrode® As they progress they ionize the atoms in their 

path causing more electrons to be liberated®, The result is a cascade of 

electrons rapidly proceeding toward the anode, leaving behind them a 

cloud of highly ionized gas®

On reaching the anode, the resulting bombardment by the electrons 

causes localized heating at the electrode® This, together with the higher 

electric field resulting from the presence of the electrons, liberates 

positive ions from the anode which proceed across the gap in the opposite 

direction® The high concentration of the positive charges around the 

anode causes further ionization of the gas in front of them and a

1®, See Loeb, I® B» and Meek, J® M®, The Mechanism of the Electric 
Spark, Stanford University Press, I94I, Chapter H ®
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positive channel moves across the gap much faster than the ions them

selves 0 Ihen the ionization reaches the cathodes a low resistance path 

exists across the gap and the spark is initiated*

As the heavier metallic ions from the anode enter the gap, their 
lower excitation.potential results in fewer of the air atoms being ionized 

until, when the density of the metal is high enough, the air.lines com

pletely disappear and the entire light output is from the spectrum of 

the anode material*.

A. previously proposed theory to explain the spark breakdown, "The 
2Townsend theory" , stated that it was the positive ions from the anode 

which, upon reaching the cathode initiated the discharge* However, it 

has since been determined that the spark is initiated before these slow- 

moving (compared with the speed of the lighter and faster electrons) 

positive ions have time to reach the negative electrode* The experiment 

herein reported further substantiates this in that an examination of the 

time-resolved spectrograms (see TE 1 and TE 2 in Figure 3) shows the 

complete absence at the start of the spark of the lines from the spectrum 

of the anode material* These would certainly be present if the ions from 
the electrode initiated the spark*

The presence of the intense air lines in the early phase of the 

discharge, giving way to the metallic spectrum after about 8 to 10 micro

seconds, would tend to support the "streamer theory"*. This, however, is 

outside the scope of the experiment and will not be discussed further*,

2* Ibid*, Chapter I
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Thermal Equillbrim amd Temperature .
, The question arises as to the applicability of the term "tempera- 

ture,K to the spark discharge0 Strictly speakingtemperature applies 

only to systems in thermal equilibrium with their surroundings® The very 

presence of emitted radiation shows that, energy is continuously leaving 
the system which^ in itself5 indicates that time thermal equilibrium does 

not exist0 It is necessary therefore to determine to what extent thermal, 

equilibrium is present^

There are several ^temperatures® present.in any assemblage of 

atomsg depending upon the operational definition employed? the excitation 

temperature measured in the present experiment, the molecular temperature, 

the kinetic temperature, the electron temperature and otherse For 

example, that temperature which characterizes the distribution of the 

atoms among the various excited states is called the excitation tempera

ture <, If true thermal equilibrium exists, all of these will be the same 

(blaekbody temperature), indicating that the total energy present in each 

form is constant*

Basically, the test for the existence of thermal equilibrium is 

to measure each of these different temperatures and determine whether or 

not they have the same value* Actually, this is quite difficult and in 

practice two of the temperatures are compared* If these are in agreement, 

it is then inferred that the others are also*

With reference to the electric spark, several experiments toward 

this end have been undertaken over the past decade for various sources of



exGitationo The one most applicable to the type of spark studied in
the present experiment^ in that it was concerned with the comparison 

between the molecular and. excitation temperatures in a condensed direct--

temperatures obtained were the same0 These results corroborate the 

findings of several others who used various other sources of excitations.

D0 Boltzmann Equation - Intensity Distribution

For any assemblage of atoms in quasi-thermal equilibrium^ the 

distribution of the atoms among the various excited (quantum) states is 
given by the Boltzmann equation**"®'

where N is the number of atoms in the quantum state characterized by the 

energy Hq is the number of atoms in the ground state^ gQ is the

3» Langstrothj Go 0o. and McRae. Da E®, 0ano J0. Research. £ 16.
17 (1938).. . . . . “ ,

ho. Braudo. G. Jv, Graggss J» De. and Williams5 Ge G'os Spectro<=» 
chemiea S.eta.s 3» %6(19!t9)o. .

5e Ornsteins L* S® and Brinkmans Hos Physica2 ls 797 (193k)»

6o- Williamss G0 G05 Graggs, J e D 0 and Hopwood, W®, Proc0 Phy® 
Soc., B 62, b9(19k9)o- . ,

7 o- Smit, J0 £OJ Physicaj 12:, 683 (I9h6) e.

8« landeriburg, R0, Rev. Mod® Phy®, 2k3(l933)o.
9® Dangstroth and McRae, op® cite 

IQ® Petrie, W0, M 0 J® Phy», 16, 378(19^8) 0.

Qcurrent spark discharge, was undertaken by Langstroth and McRae® Their 

findings Indicate that to within the limits of experimental error the

(1)



statistical weight of the state ns gQ is the statistical weight of the 
ground states k is the Boltzmann constant and B is the (excitation) 

temperature parametere -

How the intensity of any spectral line resulting from a transi

tion from energy state to a lower quantum state is proportional to

the number of atoms. F  S: in states m, the. energy hi) (= 1 - E ) and the9 a*. s w  np n p'
11transition probability M », Thus. - ,

np

Substituting from (1);, we find12.

Sn
C=T * "e (3)

In practice the quantity that is determined experimentally is
not A. but the quantity np

.13

f . A ■ 3 ________
np np gQ 8 tt? e2' i).

m o'3;
(k)

np

In this equation f is the landenburg f-factor or oscillator strengtĥ ,
■ '

m and e are the mass and charges respectively^ of the electron and c is

the velocity of light® On making this substitution we findlit

np
Hq 8 it2' e2 h

%  ̂  np ezp
n (5)

11 o Smits op® cito.

12. Buffs A.® Excitation Temperatures of Condensed Spark 
Dischargesg MS Thesis^ University of Arizonas Unpublished^ 1953o

13o landenburg3 op® oit6

ill*. Suffj, op® cit®



The first term in brackets is observed to be a constant for any assemblage 

of atoms of any one element o.

The form of the equation used in the present experiment is obtained 

from (5) by replacing by e/X^ where X is the wave length of the 
line and then taking the logarithm of the equation^ The final form is

15
obtained as

5'0li0 E
logl0 :

I  # 1np jap — (constant) - — -— (6)
■ e

This equation shows that log IX^/gf is a linear function of with 

being the constant of proportionality»,

For many lines in the spectra of Fe Is Ti I5 Ti IIs and HiAIs the
1 Agf-values have been experimentally, determined by Ac Sv and H0 B0 King5 "

• 19 "while the excitation potentials have been catalogued by Moore®,

In the present experiment the relative intensities of the lines 

from Fes Ti and Mi sparks were measured and used to test for the existence 

of a state of quasi-equilibrium5 characterized by an excitation temperatures 

by determining whether or not the line-intensity distribution was consist 

tent with equation (6)

15® Blitzer, 1® and Cady, W® M®, J® Op® Soc0 Am®, hXs lti|.0(l95l)<
16®. King, Ro B® and King, A® 8®, Ap® J®, 87, 24(1938)®.

17® King, R® B®, Ap ® J ®, 94, 27 (1941)«.
18® King, R® B®, Ap® J®, 108, 87(1948)®

19® Moore, 0® E®, A Multiplet Table of Astrophyslcal Interest, 
Princeton University Observatory, Second Ed®, 1945, Part I®. .



CHAPTER II 

EXPERIMEHTA’L PROCEDURE

JL» General .

The spectrograms used in this study were taken with a. Bausch and

Lomb large Lit trow-type spectrograph having quartz-, optics throughout „

Kodak type 1-0 spectroscopic plates were used0 The electrical system was
20basically one designed by Cady and Gordon for use in similar time-

21resolved spectroscopys with slight modifications for the present 

experimento
A. diagram of the discharge circuit appears in Figure 1 0 The 

discharge is initiated by applying a I4.OO volt positive pulse to the grid 

of the thyratron causing it to become conductings -The pulse is; supplied 

by an auxiliary triggering device to be discussed later with regard to 

the timing mechanism0

Bo. Method of Intensity Calibration .

The intensity calibration of each plate was accomplished by the
22biprism method of Cady and Gordon*, It consists of a small angle bi- 

prism placed immediately in front of the spectrograph prism which

20e - - Cady, ¥» M® and Gordon,- G», J*. Op* Soc® Am*, itO, -852(1950)

. 21 o Blitzer, L© and Barker, L® M®,, Electrical and Spectral 
Characteristics of High Current Spark Discharges,. Interim Technical 
Report, Contract Number 6A-Ol|.̂ 95-0rd'-̂ .5h, University of Arizona, 
Department of Physics^ 1956®

22© Cady, ¥. M», and Gordon, G®, J®. Op®. Soc® Am®, 39,, 368(1959)®

8
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Figure 2 - Time—Resolution Optics
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divides the light from a fixed calibration source into two equal intensity 

beams. Each beam is resolved by the spectrograph prism and the resulting 
two spectra are overlapped by $0 percent. This imposes upon the spectral 

plate the spectrum of the calibration electrode material (in this case 

copper) with three separate regions vertically. The upper and lower 

portions of any spectral line are of equal intensity while the overlapped 

center region is of exactly twice the intensity of the other regions.

The resulting spectra can be seen in BP 1 and BP 2 of Figure 3.

With the aid of many such lines in the biprism spectra, it is 

possible to obtain an intensity calibration curve for the plate. The 

method of accomplishing this is discussed in a later section.

C. Time-Resolved Spectroscopy

A design of the apparatus used to obtain time-resolved spectro

grams is given in Figure 2. The light from the spark is first limited 

to about 1 mm. of the discharge column by means of a horizontal slot 

placed as close as practicable to the electrodes. By means of a rota

ting mirror and a focusing mirror, the image of this slot is caused to 

move along the slit of the spectrograph. Time marks are effectively 

registered on the plate by means of a quartz cover glass with evenly- 

spaced fine scratch marks placed immediately in front of the spectro

graph slit. This results in each spectral line being marked at equal 

time intervals.

For initiating the discharge at any predetermined position of 

the mirror and for measuring the rotational speed of the mirror, the 

light from an ordinary bulb is reflected from the opposite face of the
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Figure 3 - Titanium Spectrogram
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rotating mirror and focused on a slit in front of a photomultiplier tube®, 
As only two opposite faces of the rotating mirror are reflectingthe 

photomultiplier thus emits two pulses per mirror revolution® Each pulse 

is adjusted to occur when the image of the spark is at the bottom of the 

slit®,
23The sharp pulses from the photomultiplier circuit are fed into 

a pulse modifier and so altered to a square wavej each pulse gives rise 

to a half-cycle ® This is then fed into a frequency meter and the mirror 

speed is read directly® • Triggering of the spark*, when the desired mirror 
speed is reached, is accomplished by taking one pulse from the photo

multiplier, amplifying it to I4.OO volts and applying it to the grid of the 

thyratron in the discharge circuit® ,A schematic diagram of the pulse- 

trigger circuit appears in Figure It®,

As the spark develops, the image is traced up the slit of the 

spectrograph and a time-resolved spectrum is .obtained® Spectra of 

titanium so obtained are given in TB 1 and TB 2: of Figure 3, the time 

axis being vertical® The iso-time lines are seen traversing the spectra, 

horizontally® The dark air lines are visible at the early period of the 

spark, giving way to the titanium lines as the discharge develops®

B® Transmissivity Measurement

To determine the intensity of the spectral lines, the transmis
sivity (T) of the plate was measured on a photodensitometer® A constant. 

light source was shone through the plate and brought to focus on a slit

23® Blitzer and Barker, op® cit®
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Trigger

Photo
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Figure U - Pulse-Trigger Circuit Schematic



in front of a photocell. After suitable amplification the output of the 

photocell was fed into a Leeds and Northrup recording microvoltometer.

As the plate moved across the light beam, the voltmeter automatically 

recorded changes in the output of the photocell. A clear plate corres

ponded to maximum deflection (SQ) and an opaque plate to zero deflection.

The deflection (S) corresponding to any desired point of the 

spectrum was measured and the transmissivity of that point was calculated 

as the ratio of this deflection to the clear plate deflection (T = S/S^).

All three regions of the calibration spectra were traced in this 

manner as were evenly-spaced regions on the time-resolved spectra. These 

were spaced one-fourth of the distance between two iso-time lines above 

and below each iso-time line for all useable portions of the spectrum.

E. Intensity Calibration Procedure

The theory of the biprism method of intensity calibration has 

already been discussed. The calibration itself was accomplished by taking 

many points of all possible transmissivities from each of the three biprism 

regions. The transmissivities for corresponding points from the outer two 

regions were averaged to give the half-light transmissivity (t|). A 

graph was made plotting the transmissivity of the corresponding point of 

the center region (T) vs. (T|). Figure 5 gives an example of the plot so 

obtained.

A smooth curve was drawn through the points: realizing that this

curve must go through the points (0, 0) and (1, 1) corresponding to opacity 

and clear plate. The equation of the curve was determined using the 

method of least squares under the assumption of a fifth power fit. The
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fifth power approximation was used as a comprimise between the exactness 

of fit of higher order equations and the elimination of waviness by lower 

degree equations.

Having obtained the curve of T vs. t|, a transmissivity near 

the value one^ was chosen for and used to calculate a value for T 

from the T vs. T- equation. To these two transmissivities were assigned 

the intensity values one and two, respectively. The computed value of T 

was then used for to calculate a new value for T to which was assigned 

the intensity four. This procedure was continued until a value for T 

near zero was reached. Practice showed this to include values for the 

intensity up to I = 32.

On the basis of the values for I so obtained and the associated 

values for T, a graph of Logg I vs. T was made and a curve drawn 

through the six points. The method of least squares with the fifth power 

approximation was used to fit the curve. The fifth power was used in 

this case so that the fit of the six points was exact.

The choice for 1 = 1  was made so that any waviness in this curve 

was eliminated. An example of the log^ I vs. T curve is given in Figure 6.

For an explanation of the computational procedure for obtaining 

the equations of the curves utilizing an IBM 650 electronic computer, the 

reader is referred to the Appendix.

2lw The value used in the present experiment was .96.

25. Logarithms to the base 2 were used merely for convenience.
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F0: Temperature Determination

4s mentioned previously5 the calculation of the temperature from

the time-resolved spectrograms via the Boltzmann equation depends not

only on the observed line intensities, which are calculated from the

Logg I vso T graph, but also on the appropriate gf-values» These gf-

values are available for only a few lines of Ti I, Ti II, Fe I and Ni 1%

it is this availability which limits the spectral lines that can be usede,

Those lines which were intense enough to be detected on the
26plates were carefully examined for evidence of self-absorption or self-

27reversal , as well as blending with other linese These former effects 

are indicated on the photodensitometer tracings by flat tops on the con

tour in lieu of the normal central intensity peaks of the lines e Lines 

exhibiting self-absorption, reversal or blending were discarded and the 

remaining spectral lines were used in determining the temperaturee

The transmissivity of each line (central peak) was calculated, as 

previously explained, from the values of S and Also, the transmis

sivity of the plate background adjacent to the line was computed,, The 

intensity of the line and its background were determined from the logg. I 

vso T graph; the difference of these two figures was taken as the inten
sity of the line0.

26* Self-absorption is the process in which a photon, emitted by 
an atom in the source, is absorbed by another atom before it leaves the 
sourceo

27a Self-reversal is the extreme case of self-absorption in which 
the absorbing boundary layer is cooler than the inner emitting layer of 
the sourceo As a consequence the spectra line shows absorption in the 
central region, analogous to reversal of the dark solar linese
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The intensity was substituted into equation (6) along with the 

appropriate values of /L, gf and _B and a point on the graph of log Q?/gf 

vs0 E was thereby obtained^ A linear regression line was calculated for 

the best fit of the points thus obtained«, Since the slope of the regres
sion line .is j?Ol|.O/0 from equation (6) s one can calculate the temperature 
from the observed slope „ An example of such a plot is shown in Figure 7& 

Temperatures were so computed for each time period from each 

spectral plate used* Each plate contained two time-resolved spectra0 

All of the temperatures obtained for each ionization state were combined 

to give a weighted average and a combined probable error for each time 

intervalo Figures 8S 9 and 10 give the temperature vs = time graphs for 

the elements examined,,

In the case of Ti I it was not possible to calculate excitation 

temperatures in the above manner as not enough lines of measurable 
intensity were available0
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CHAPTER III 
RESULTS AMD COMGLUSIONS

Discussion of Results

The results of the exeitation temperature measurements are 

presented in Table Is with separate listings for the spectra from 

different plates» plaeh value of temperature corresponds to a tracing 

at one time-position of a single time-resolved spectrume The weighted 

mean temperatures for each time-coordinate were obtained by weighting 

each temperature inversely as the square of its probable error» These 

averages are plotted as a function of time in Figures 8S 9 and 100,

It is seen that in the case of Ti II the probable errors of the 

measurements are significantly smaller than for iron or nickel. This 

is primarily a result of the inherently greater intensity of these lines® 

The titanium lines are more easily excited and only 15 to 25 superposed 

sparks were required to obtain the time-resolved spectra5 whereas in the 

case of iron 100 superposed sparks were required to obtain measurable 

lines to 31 microseconds3 and for nickel 200 superposed sparks were 

required to obtain the one spectrum used in the experiment.

No temperatures could be determined for the early portion of 

the spark for two reasons. Firsts the metallic ions are not present 

in the very early part of the discharge and5 seeonds the intense air 

lines obliterate the metallic lines until the former start to disappear®

2h
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- XfiBUB I

Ezeitation 'tempeî ature Measuremeats
m ix ,,_____  .____   ■ .  ' -
T im
(usee) •<°K±PoQc)

Weighted Mean 
(°K±p<,e»)

11 8350± 340 8420 £  410 8700 ±250 8550 ±190

15 .9500 ±330 8140 ±470 7240 ±410 884Q ±400 8580 ±  m o

19 9270 £  310 7930 ±340 8520 ±390 8070 ±240 8390 £160

'£3 , ' 7820 £230 7770 ±370 8090± 260 8190 ±320 7950 ± 150

g? 8080± 270 7840 ±280 8140 ±380 8310 ±340 8060 ±160

mi - 7370 ±390 7160 ±370 8010 ±320 8190 £530 7740 ±180

35 7250 ±290 7510 £290 8840 ±500 8390 ±  390 7750 ±190

89 ‘ '6510 ±460 6680 ±420 8350 ±680 7830 ±380 7 2 # ± 2 5 0

43 6920±1760 7810 ±530 7770 ±400

1*© I  . •

L=92s;TR1 L~92s'TR2) L-93 rTRl • 1 -9 3 1-TR2

T im
(usee)

T®aperaturas
{®K±p0e0)

Weighted Mea& 
C °K £p ,e0)

11 8000 £580 8900 ±800 8190 ±  430

15 ' 6900 ±  360 7750 ±430 8290 ±360 7460 ±230

I f 8530 ±580 8180 £  550 9090 ±410 8760 ±300

23 6860 ±490 9350 £  950 9680 ±860 7S50±460

27 6880 ±  6m 8880 ±990 ig020±1670 7330*670

51 •' ' 7590±1080 8510±1140 8020 ±  780

L~9 0sTR2 L-12lt sTRl L-12lj. *fE2:

Time 
fusee}

Temperature
(°K £poeo)

15 . 6130± sm

19 • 4470 ±370

23 4080 ±450

27 4 2 #  ±320

m 43904:540

35 3400 ±  5 #

39 4130 ±430

43 ; 3550 ±'410

L-123sTB2
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In the case of titanium the temperature appears to be a fairly 

smooth function of time (see Figure 8)e There is indicated a fairly 

rapid decrease in the temperature from the initial level of about 8500° K 

to 8000° K at approximately 2© microseconds e Following this time there 

is a continued decrease at a slower rate to about 75)00° K at the limit 

of measurements at J43 microseconds® It is doubtful, however, that this 

represents anything more than statistical (random) variations in the 

excitation conditions$ As discussed earlier, the spark discharge is 

hardly in a state of true equilibrium and hence such variations are not 
unexpected.®

For iron (Figure 9) similar comments can be made® It is signifi

cant, however, that the temperatures determined for Fe I (8000° K) are
pf)

appreciably greater than that (about 65>00° K) found by Blitzer and Cady

for supposedly similar condensed discharges0
The temperature for nickel (Figure 10) drops extremely fast from

an initial high of 6000° K down to l|.200e K at about 20 microseconds 6

From this point it decreases slowly, as with titanium, by about 5>00° K

to the limit of measurements at b3 microseconds 0 This low temperature

for Hi I is difficult to explain® At the same time one cannot assign

very much weight to this single determination because of the difficulty.
29of exciting the Hi spectrum®

28® Blitzer and Cady, op® cit6

29o It is significant to note that the spectra most easily 
excited exhibit the higher temperatures®
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In all cases it is clear that at least a quasi-equilibrium existss 

•with temperature as the distribution parameters as indicated by the fact 

that equation (6) is obeyed and a temperature derivable0 In general, it 
may be said that for any element the temperature is approximately constant 

during this portion of the discharge (10 to kO microseconds), although 

with considerable variations from the mean0 A slight degradation of 

temperature with time in this interval also seems evident®’ .

A somewhat surprising result is found by comparing the temperature 

curves with graphs of the current and power associated with the discharge 

(Figure 11)® The time axis shows that electrically the discharge is 

almost completed before the temperature measurements can be made; and 

that the observed temperatures are for times during which the current 

does not appear to be of any appreciable value®

At the time of this writing, measurements of the current past 16 

microseconds are not available and, therefore, no conclusions can be 

drawn other than an observation that the radiation due to the electrode 

material is confined to that portion of the spark oecuring after most of 

the power has been dissipated® As the spark was critically damped, the 

current during this interval is most certainly less than 100 amperes®

B® Suggested Improvements

The improvements of the present experiment can be divided into 

two categories t first, those which improve the experiment, and; second, 

those which expand the experiment®
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Current vs. Time and
Power vs* Time 
Fe Spark
(5>uf, 6kv, critically damped)

ItOOO- -200
Current
(Amperes)

Power
(kw)

3000- -150

^-Current

2000- -100
Power

1000-

1L6 8 160 2 10 12
Time (microseconds)

Figure 11 - Current vs* Time; Power vs. Time■
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In the first class, one great improvement would be to increase 

the number of lines for which gf-values are available, especially for 

lines over a greater range of excitation potentials. These gf-values 

are the primary limiting factor on the number of lines that can be used 

in the temperature determination. An increase in the number of lines 
used would decrease the probable errors.

A second improvement in this first category would be a refinement 

of the trigger-discharge circuit to enable the superposition of more 

sparks upon one plate.

In the second category, with regard to expanding the present 

experiment, again the gf-values must be mentioned. An increase in the 

number of elements for which gf-values are known would allow a more com

plete study to be made.

Also in this second class is the possibility of a new type of 

discharge circuit. It has been indicated that the current during that 

portion of the discharge over which the temperature measurements are made 

is quite small. A discharge circuit capable of maintaining a high cur

rent after the air lines have disappeared would add greatly to informa

tion obtainable. A cable-discharge or similar circuit may give satis
factory results.

C. Conclusions

The relative intensities of the lines of Ti II, Fe I and Ni I 

have been used to make a study of the excitation temperatures in short

lived high current condensed spark discharges from time-resolved

Univ. of Arizona Library
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spectrograms» The existence of quasi-thermal equilibrium* characterized 

by a Boltzmann distribution of the atoms among the various excited 

energy-stateS Tndth the temperature as the distribution parameter^ has 

been found to exist„
During that portion of the spark in which most of the power is 

dissipated (to about 10 microseconds) s the spectrum is characterized by 

strong air lines0 In the ensuing phase of the discharge the temperatures 

appear to be fairly constant to the limit of measurements (lj.3 micro

seconds for Ti II and..li I and 31 microseconds for Fe I)* These tempera

tures were about 8000* K for Ti II and Fe I and about jj.000o K for Ni I0



• . APPEN1IX
MTHEMfl.TI<m MBTHOD OF CURVE FITTING

The method of least squares'^ states that if a number of points* 

on a graph (X ŝ T̂ ) are to be fit with a fifth power curve of the form

5 k
7 ” 2 (ak x } s 

,k=0 K

the coefficients^ a ^  are found from the normal equations

2 Crf Y.) - 2 {ax ( 2 (j « 0S, ls 2S 3S ks 5)
i=l 1 • 1. k=0 K . i«!L

where n is the number of points, on the graphs
1 1With regard to the T vs® Tg graphs the T̂  are the and the T g '

are the X^e. The conditions that the curve pass through the points. (0S 0)

and (ls 1) on the graph give the added two relations

an - 0 and 2 a, » 1*
0 k=l k

These last two equations limit the number of normal equations that can

be satisfied to the first four (j = 03 15 2S 3). Hence5 the ak (k - 13
1 *25 3$ h$ 5) for the T V80 Tg graph are found from the five equations

2 (xl I.) = 2 {a, ( 2 xM)), (j • 0,1, 2S 3) and
i=l 1 1  k«l i=l 1

2 a, = 1@ 
k=l K

300 Standard Ifethematical Tables, Tenth Edition^ Chemical Rubber 
Publishing Go®, Cleveland, 1956, p@..331e
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For the log I vs, T graphs a simplification is first made by

letting TJ = T. - <>96 o Since T = 096 corresponds to I = 15 it is seen IL 1
that the curve must go through the point (0,0) on the log I vs0 T* graph

if it is to fit the six points of this graph exactly®

With the log as the and the T! as the 1L s there is only 

one condition, in addition to the normal equations, that being a = 06 

The five equations used to determine the remaining a^ are, therefore, 

the first five normal equations

n i ^ n ,
2 Cti Y ) = 2: {a. ( 2 Y7 )}, (j = 0, 1, 2, 3, h)c
i=l 1 1 k=l K i-l1

In both cases mentioned, the are determined by the solution

of five simultaneous linear equations with five unknowns 6 To simplify

notation in the discussion of the method of solution, we shall refer

to the equations

5 •

2. (a. b, .) = e.
k=l; a 13 , 3

where the a. are the same and the e. and b.. refer to the appropriate3- 3 3.J
terms in the previous equations®

One method available for the solution of this system of equations

is the familiar one ■ using determinants ® This method is awkward at best

and is particularly unsuitable, for use with the electronic computer as 

each step in the expansion of the fifth order determinant must be 

programmed®
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4 method better suited to computer methods is that of reducing 

by elementary row operations the 5 x 6  augmented matrix of the equations 
to hermite canonical form,, i»e@ the first five columns form a 5 x 5 unit 

matrix®
It is readily seen by those familiar with computer programming 

that it is only necessary to program the reduction of the first two rows 

to rows containing a one and a zeros respectively^ in the first column®

The remaining rows can then have their first element reduced to a zero 

by a simple change of command® Another few changes of command will 

enable the same program to operate on the second column reducing it to 

all zeros except for a one in the second row® Continued change of com

mands by the same program will reduce the entire matrix without the 

necessity of any additional programming®

With the matrix in hermite canonical form the a. are read directlyi
as the i-th element in the sixth column® For ease,, the storage locations 

used for the sixth row are in punch out locations®

The program for computing the b.. and c. as the appropriate3-J J
'

2 (I? Tj)
i-1 1 \

and storing them in the proper drum locations follows standard procedure®.
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